Painters Painting @ Linda Warren Gallery

Four Expert Painters on Exhibition
Friday, Sep 11th - Oct 10th | 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM | Complimentary

Recommended by Darrell Roberts

Four painters, who paint for the world to watch, are on display at Linda Warren Gallery. Jeremy Long's large-scale narrative paintings have a close relationship to historical Neo-Classical paintings courtesy of the size, tight edge line, and dramatized scene. Don Southard keeps his observation pieces fresh by painting small close-ups. Stanley Luis' cropped narrative street scene with a Monet-inspired palette gives a sharp contrast to the image you would expect to see in the Ashcan School of painting with muddy gray colors. Luis has painted what the Ashcan school rebelled against: American Impressionism. Collage canvas pieces under one of Stanley Luis' oil paintings add a textured emphasis in the painting. Painters Painting definitely is an exhibition which takes some time to discover the combined traditional painting techniques used by each artist.

Insider Info: In the project space Megan Euker is exhibiting juicy paintings of bathers and boldly painted Brazilian martial arts that she witnessed while she was a Fulbright scholar in Florence, Italy—an unexpected subject matter for the region. Euker's paintings were painted in multiple flesh tones with bold thick brushstrokes to activate the energy of the subject matter, leaving the viewer a lot of time to absorb the quick moment captured.

Location: Linda Warren Gallery | 1052 W. Fulton Market, West Loop | 312-432-9500 | Map | What's Nearby?